
 

From Postal Stationery to Early Pictorials 

(The History of Maximum Cards from the 1870's until the end of WWI) 

Maximum cards (MC) are postcards with stamps affixed on the front side and cancelled by an appropriate postmark. 

According to FIP rules (first issued in 1978) MC should conform to the principleof maximum possible concordance 

between the postage stamp, the picture of the postcard and the cancellation, with special rules applying to each of the 

mentioned elements. 

 

Although MC is considered a relatively new branch of philately, this is not quite the case. Predecessors of such cards are 

items of postal stationery (mostly postcards but also letter-cards or envelopes) carrying printed motives (usually coat of 

arms – mostly royal or sovereign’s portraits) together with an affixed and cancelled concordant stamp. Postal stationery 

with only imprinted or embossed stamps, with no extra affixed stamp, do not count, so only those with additional stamps 

for extra postage (usually registered or sent to foreign destinations) are valid MC. This type of MC mainly came to an end 

by the end of WWI, although some examples are known from later periods. 

 

With the spread of pictorial stamp designs, as well as extended use of illustrated postcards at the turn of 19/20
th

 Century, 

it became possible to show a wider range of subjects/objects on MC. It is interesting to note that despite the fact that no 

rules were applied to such cards at the time of their creation, many of them are fully concordant with today’s FIP 

regulations. As they were not created for philatelic purposes, some display minor imperfections, mostly bearing partly 

illegible cancels or a stamp applied over the card issuer’s name. None of them is, however, quite common while some of 

them are really scarce. 

My exhibit, showing the evolution of MC from Postal stationery based ones to illustrated postcards based examples, 

consists of two parts: about half of it is devoted to MC based on Postal stationery and the other half of it is based on 

illustrated postcards. 
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Highlights of my exhibit: possibly one of the earliest MC (Germany 1872 – Page 2), several early pictorials (Pages 9-16) 

 

Own Research: Kaj so maksimum karte? Filatelistični Zbornik XXV/2015, Filatelistično društvo Ljubljana, Ljubljana, 

marec 2015 
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